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Abstract
Since the pioneering experiments reported on Ag-Ag2S-Pt memristor junctions [1] the development of
memory cells based on memristive systems has achieved a remarkable progress. The results are
extremely promising for the short term realization of highly integrated information storage applications
[2]. However, due to fundamental RC limitations in the presence of the large OFF state resistances, the
best performing Ag2S devices were operated up to ~10 MHz frequencies so far. Here we demonstrate a
proof-of-principle memory cell which is both small (close to atomic sizes) and fast (GHz operation) [3].
We studied the resistive switching of Ag–Ag2S–Me memristive nanojunction devices. We showed that
by suitable sample preparation reproducible resistive switching and readout can be performed where
both the ON and OFF states are metallic, characterized by technologically optimal 100 – 1000 Ω
resistances and similar device functionalities down to cryogenic temperatures. We introduced point
contact Andreev reflection spectroscopy to determine the size and transmission probabilities of the
active volume of the devices which revealed a small number of highly transmitting nanoscale conducting
channels with reduced but not completely dissolved junction area in the OFF state. The relatively low
resistance ON and OFF states enable fast operation: our devices can be switched by nanosecond
voltage pulses at room temperature. The achieved ROFF/RON ratios of 2 – 10 satisfy the basic
requirement of reliable read-out. These results indicate that Ag2S represents a promising material basis
for a future generation of high speed resistive switching memory devices overriding the downscaling
limitations of current CMOS technology.
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Figures

Fig.1 Resistive switching taking place at nanosecond timescales in the Ag2S layer are attributed to a
change in the diameter of the metallic conducting channel.

